
 

 

 INTERPRETING ASSIGNMENTS WORKSHOP 

REFERENCE SHEET 
READING TO DETERMINE THE GOAL OF AN ASSIGNMENT (PYSCHO) 

 
Choose one of the following scenes from Psycho to analyze in detail. In a 5-paragraph essay, consider 
the way the various aspects of the scene (cinematography, mise-en-scene, editing, soundtrack, etc.) 
contribute to its overall effect. Make sure to define any technical terms you use. Your essay should 
be no longer than 3 pages and is due in class next week. 
 
The real estate scene 
Marion driving her cars 
The shower sequence (including Norman “cleaning up”) 
Lila exploring the Bates house 
The psychiatrist’s “explanation” 

1. What is the main task of this assignment? 
To watch Psycho, choose a scene, and analyze the various aspects of the scene to make an 
argument about how these aspects contribute to the scene’s overall effect. 

 
2. Does the professor provide any background, definitions, or context for the 

assignment? If so, what? 
The professor gives examples of “aspects” of a scene  
 

3. What verbs does the professor use?  
Analyze—I will have to choose something specific to analyze (in this case, a scene from 
Psycho) and have to examine in detail the aspects of this scene. 

 
4. Are there specifications about which texts can be used?   

The movie Psycho.   
 

5. Are there specifications about organization, structure, or sequencing of 
information/paragraphs?  
5 paragraphs. I have to define technical terms (cinematography, mise-en-scene, etc.) before 
applying them. 

 
6. Are there mechanics directives? (page length, font, etc.) 

3 pages 
 

7. When is this assignment due? 
In class next week 
 

8. What is this professor’s goal in giving this assignment? What are the specific skills 
this professor is valuing/asking students to demonstrate? What does s/he want to 
find out?  
My professor wants to see me analyze a scene from a film in order to make an argument 
about how the various aspects contribute to the scene’s overall effect.



 

 

 INTERPRETING ASSIGNMENTS WORKSHOP 

REFERENCE SHEET 
WRITING STEPS FOR PSYCHO 

 
Main Task + Verb: Analyze the various aspects of a scene in Psycho to make an argument about how 
these aspects contribute to the scene’s overall effect. 
Analyze: break down the text or issue that you are examining into parts, usually in order to answer a 
‘how’ or ‘why’ question about these specific parts. 
 
Pre-writing steps 

1. Watch Psycho and identify the five scenes this professor lists as options to analyze, thereby 
addressing the assignment’s goal. 

2. Choose 1 scene, and rewatch it several times, taking notes and paying attention to details 
about cinematography, mise-en-scene, editing, and the soundtrack.  

3. Formulate a how/why question (ex: how do the editing and soundtrack contribute to the 
suspenseful feeling of the shower scene?) thereby addressing my own writing goal. 

4. Draft a thesis statement about how these aspects contribute to this suspenseful effect. 
 
Writing steps 

5. Begin to write. In each body paragraph, make a claim about the effect of one of these aspects 
on the viewer. 

6. Anytime I introduce an aspect, define this term (and apply it in the way a film critic would.) 
7. Support each body-paragraph claim with reasons and evidence from Psycho and in this way, 

answer the question of how Hitchcock creates suspense. 
 


